For Employers

Is your
workforce
hydrated?
BDA Work Ready are now offering you the
tools to help improve your workforces’
health and wellbeing in an area that often
gets forgotten: hydration.
‘Stay Afloat – Keep Hydrated’ is your
organisation’s guide to promote hydration
within the workplace designed by qualified,
specialist Work Ready dietitians.

Stay
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How can we help?
For a small fee of £295 someone within your organisation can become your
organisation’s Hydration Champion. Your pack will contain:

bdaworkready.co.uk
Hydration Champion Manual
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Are you drinking
enough fluids?

Hydration
Champion
Manual

Check
your pee
One of the easiest ways
to tell if you are drinking
enough throughout the
day is to check your urine
colour. Check your urine
against the chart you
have been given to see if
you are hydrated.
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You are well hydrated
keep it up
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Drink some more fluids!
The colour of your pee
suggests you may be
dehydrated
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Ensure you drink more
fluid! You may be
severely dehydrated!
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30 x Pee
Chart
Posters

Reprinted with permission. Armstrong, L.E.(2000).
Performing in Extreme Environments, Human Kinetics, Champaign, IL.

What do I do now?

What counts as fluid?
Glass of water

Milk

Tea/herbal tea

Low calorie/diet drink

Coffee

Fruit juice

We recommend at least 6-8 large
(250ml) mugs or glasses per daymore if it’s hot, dry or you are very
active. Some good choices are
shown above.
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Being dehydrated can affect both mental and
physical performance as well as health.
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If the chart shows that you are hydrated
– keep it up! If the chart suggests you are
dehydrated you may need to drink more
fluid. If you are concerned about the
colour of your urine please arrange an
appointment with your GP.

Men: At least 2 litres of fluid
from drinks per day
Women: At least 1.6 litres of fluid
from drinks per day

100 x Coasters
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Your order
Item

Cost

Hydration Pack (includes 1x manual,
30x pee chart, 100 x coasters)

£295

Hydration Coasters (100)

£30

Pee Charts (10)

£50

Bottles* (50)

£450

Travel Mugs* (50)

£400

Quantity

Corporate
Logo (Y/N)?

*An additional fee of £20 will be added to your bill if you request a corporate logo

Not ready to order now? Tick the box and enter your details to be added into the
BDA Work Ready quarterly newsletter.

Your details
Name
Email

Organisation
Telephone

For information contact the team at:

workready@bda.uk.com
0121 200 8080

bdaworkready.co.uk

